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dynamics Indicated that air should be cooled slightly when
allowed to expand through a small hole without doing work.
Thomson suggested to Joule in 1852 that he should measure
the temperature of air before and after expansion through
a small hole. In preliminary experiments Joule showed
that the cooling effect existed. He found small-scale
experiments would not provide accurate results, so he
designed expansion apparatus driven by a three-horse
power steam-engine. The Royal Society provided a grant
towards the cost of building this expensive apparatus.
As it was bulky. Joule erected the apparatus in the Salford
Brewery. In 1854 the Brewery was sold, so he had to
remove the apparatus to his house, now at Oak Fields,
Whalley Range. Part of it had to be operated in the open
air, as there was not room for it in the laboratory. His
brother relates that at this period Joule for some months
"could not find time to take his meals properly—just ran
in and out again. The experiments were so delicate that
many were carried out in the night, because a cab or cart
passing along the road disturbed them, though the laboratory
was at the back of the stables."
The collaboration of Joule and Thomson on the thermal
properties of gases lasted for seven years. They elucidated
the cooling effect due to the separation of molecules that
attract each other slightly. The expansion of air whose
molecules have a slight mutual attraction, produces cooling
owing to the absorption of heat in the performance of the
work of separation against this attraction.
This effect, known as the Thomson-Joule effect, is now
the basis of the industry of liquid air production and
low temperature refrigeration. Thomson and Joule found
that the effect could be most conveniently observed when
the air was allowed to expand through a porous plug.
Joule again removed his apparatus in 1861, when he
moved to Thorncliffe, Old Trafford. One of his neighbours
objected to the disturbance made by the steam-engine, and
successfully prevented him from continuing his experiments.
Joule was deeply upset by this action. He had recently
done careful research on condensation of steam on metal

